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AAC (wall) / D759 (table)
Pencil on paper / 120 g Cut-out paper
Variable dimensions
The achievement society, IVAM Alcoi, 2019.20
p. 4 V12 - Canon 8.7 (Installation)
p. 5 Digital print (table) / Lithographic pencil on paper (wall)
Variable dimensions
CAAM, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 2019
p. 6 D759 in B minor (Installation)
p. 7 Digital print (publication), glass and transparent thread
Variable dimensions
MuVIM Valencia, 2018
p. 8 Abundante Amigable Compuesto (AAC)
p. 9 Pencil on paper
Variable dimensions
BilbaoArte Foundation, 2017
p. 10 Albarium VII
240 g Cut-out and plied paper
192 x 136 cm (8:48 x 68 cm)
Paz y Comedias Gallery, 2016
p. 11 Intervallum (Installation)
Drypoint on cooper
165 x 225 cm
Lázaro Galdiano Museum, 2016

My artistic research could be shortly described as a search for
systems where the fundamental concepts of space and time are
related through a permanent dialogue between arithmetic and
geometry.
This research is translates into visual works that are difficult to catalogue, for they draw from different artistic disciplines
such as drawing, painting, engraving, script, and architecture.
This “programmed” way of working is not contrary to the
intuition nor to the vibration that every artisanal process implies.
“The task consists of making all the repetitions in a space where
the difference is distributed coexist,” as Deleuze sets forth in the
prologue of his work Difference and Repetition. This difference is
distributed minimally and progressively across all my works.
From a visual point of view, I want to link this investigation
with prior experiences that seek for an intimate, clear, and simple
relationship between the most basic and essential elements of
geometry and graphic language. Authors such as Agnes Martin,
Antonio Calderara, or Giorgio Griffa are clear examples and exceptional references in this respect.
Lastly, from a conceptual point of view, my work can be
related to that of artists who have made use of mathematical or
numerical canons to develop their visual proposals and delve into
procedural aspects linked to human programming (Sol Lewitt,
Hanne Darboven, Werner Cuvelier, etc.) or computer programming
(Enzo Mari, Elena Asins, etc.)
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Publications / Selection

Manu Blázquez

D759 in B minor
210 x 297 mm (closed)
128 (1+1), 66 (1+0) pages, paper Munken pure 120 gr
Edition: 50 (35 white cover + 15 sky-blue cover)
2018
“D759 in B minor” is a graphic interpretation of the Unfinished
Symphony by Franz Schubert where the basic shape of the grid is
interrupted from some numerical sequences, determined according to the musical notes used in the Schubert’s work.
This project is the result of my last residence in Vienna,
framed within the annual program of Artistic Residencies offered
by Kulturkontakt Austria. In addition, this first edition of the book
has been made possible thanks to the support of the Spanish Embassy in Vienna.

D759 in B minor / Part II
210 x 297 mm (closed)
68 pages (1+1), paper Munken lynx 100 gr
Edition: 60
2018
In this second part of the project “D759 in B minor”, subsequently developed and presented at the MuVIM on the occasion of the
DKV - Makma National Drawing Prize, the existing spaces between
note and note are drawn by means of lines. It is a “negative version” of the previous publication where the silences of the Unfinished Symphony are graphically materialized.

Abundante Amigable Compuesto
170 x 237 mm (closed)
96 (1+1), paper Arcoprint Milk 120 gr
Edition: 400
2018
“Abundante Amigable Compuesto” is a graphic story, without
words, where the line will try to occupy the entire surface of the
sheet through the study of all the divisors corresponding to the
standard DIN A paper formats. This project is developed along 96
drawings, presented by pairs as a “double page” in each of the 48
paintings that make up the series.
This publication includes, as a facsimile, the original
drawings presented in my individual exhibition at the BilbaoArte
Foundation.

Albarium, 1292266 de 1911466 mm
210 x 280 mm (closed)
104 pages, paper Munken pure 120 gr
Collaboration: Dídac Ballester / Edition: 20
2016
Publication of the project “Albarium 1292266 of 1911466 mm”. In
which the series Albarium V and VI are presented in two dimensions, the result of a residence in the Casa Velázquez in Madrid.
Using the linear and progressive sense of the pages, I generate an unedited series of designs that hide the rhythms and
echoes of this experience.
The design of the publication, format, body of text, proportions, etc. start from the format 50 x 65 cm of paper that I used to
develop the Albarium project.

Manuel Blázquez
Valencia, December 1978
Education
Degree in Fine Arts. Bologna Academy of Fine Arts (2009)
Solo shows
V12-Canon 8.7, CAAM, Las Palmas (2019); D759 in B minor, MuVIM, Valencia (2018); Abundante Amigable Compuesto, BilboArte
Foundation, Bilbao (2018); Ensayo, Paz y Comedias Gallery, Valencia (2017); Fenicia, Párraga Museum, Murcia (2016); Milímetro,
Paz y Comedias Gallery, Valencia (2013); Pacifico, Casa Morandi-Mambo Museum, Bologna (2010)
Group shows (Selection)
The achievement society, IVAM - ALCOI (2019); DKV - Makma National Drawing Award, ABC Museum, Madrid (2019); Espais d’Art,
Bancaja Foundation, Valencia (2018); Working glass, Museum of
Contemporary Art on Glass, Madrid (2018); Intervallum / Rehabitar el espacio, Lázaro Galdiano Museum, Madrid (2016); La hora
del vermut, Open Valencia (2016); Premi Ciutat de Palma Antoni
Gelabert, Casal Solleric, Palma (2016); Los colores de la Urraca,
Valdeska bookshop, Valencia (2015); The Prize Guasch Coranty,
Art Center Tecla Sala, Barcelona (2015); XXIII International Biennial of Engraving Máximo Ramos, Ferrol (2014); Trazas, Art Centre
of Carmen, Valencia (2014); XVII International Biennial of Cerveira,
Portugal (2013); IX Biennial of Contemporary Prints, Museum of
Fine Arts of Liège, Belgium (2013); Artist’s Books on Tour, MAK
Vienna / National Technical Library Prague / International Centre
of Graphic Arts Ljubljana (2011.12); 8th Printmaking Triennial of
Chamalières (2010); Fragile libertà, Forni Gallery, Bologna (2010)

Awards and scholarships
1st prize, 9th National Painting Prize of Gestores, Valencia
(2019); Artist in residence, CAAM, Las Palmas (2019); 1st prize,
National Drawing Prize DKV Makma (2018); Artist in residence, Kulturkontakt, Vienna (2018); Artist in residence, BilbaoArte
Foundation, Bilbao (2017); Artist in residence, DKV / Casa Velázquez / Lázaro Galdiano, Madrid (2016); Artist in residence, Casa
Velázquez & The Fundació Joan Miró (2014); Open Valencia, 1st
prize in the contest Gandía Blasco (2013); 1st prize in the engraving contest Giorgio Morandi (BO/IT)
Works in museums and collections
MAK Vienna (Library); IVAM (Library); Lázaro Galdiano Foundation; Boghossian Art Fund; Art Fund Sabadel Bank; BASSAT
Collection; DKV Collection; Art Fund of Polytechnic University of
Valencia; Bologna Academy of Fine Arts
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